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What are the best 
practices for parents 

around social 
media?



Learning Objectives

• Review the benefits vs. challenges associated with social 
media use

• Understand the relationship between social media and 
youth mental health/wellbeing

• Discuss the role of providers and parents in youth social 
media use

• Provide key tips, resources and support for healthy social 
media habits
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Clinical Case: Emma  
• Emma is a 16-year-old girl who is an active user of various social media

platforms including Tik Tok, Snapchat and Instagram. She spends several hours
each day scrolling through her feeds, posting pictures, and engaging with her
friends and followers. She started using these platforms during the pandemic
to stay connected.

• Her parents have started noticing changes in her behavior and are concerned
about the impact of her social media use on her well-being. Emma stays up
late at night on her phone and lies that she is using it. She’s often tired during
the day, and her grades have started slipping over the past semester.
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Clinical Case: Emma
● Emma’s parents have observed that her mood can rapidly shift. She sometimes 

appears excited after receiving positive feedback on social media, but other times, 
she becomes anxious or upset when she sees negative comments or perceives that 
her friends are having more fun than she is.

● When Emma’s parents have tried to discuss their concerns, Emma becomes defensive 
and insists that they just don’t understand. There have noticed that she is also 
skipping meals and eating large quantities of ice-cream, chips and cookies late at 
night. 

● She completes a PHQ9 and scores a 12 (moderate)



Clinical Case: Emma

- What additional mental health screening should you do?
- How can you help Emma strike a healthier balance between her online 

and offline activities? 
- How can you foster open communication with Emma and create an 

environment where she feels comfortable discussing media use?
- What steps can you and Emma’s parents take to address her sleep 

disturbances, declining academic performance and eating concerns?
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20+ Years of Social Media 

2000

2002 Friendster

2003 LinkedIn & 
MySpace

2005

2005 YouTube, 
Reddit

2004 Facebook & 
Flickr, Kevin MD

2006 Twitter 
& Spotify

2007 Tumblr

2009 
Foursquare

2010

2010 Instagram, 
Pinterest, 
Doximity

2015

2016 TikTok

2020

2011 Snapchat
2020, 

Clubhouse

2017 Substack

1999
Student Doctor 
Network

2008, 
Research 

Gate



Teen Brain Development
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The Covid-19 pandemic, teen mental health 
and social media use 
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Challenges of Digital Media Use

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC9407706
/



Challenges of Digital Media Use
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Problematic Interactive Media Use (PIMU) 

- Excessive, compulsive, or addictive engagement with digital media 
which interferes with daily activities or in-person social interactions

- Red flags include: disrupted sleep, impaired daily functioning and 
academic performance, sedentary lifestyle, strained interpersonal 
relationships, physical health (e.g. eye strain, headaches).

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC6615461/



Benefits of Digital Media Use

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC7579040/



Benefits of Digital Media Use
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Take Home: Social Media Use and Youth Mental Health

- Relationship may not be linear (U-shaped curve)

- Effects are multifactorial and depend on:

- Type of media

- Type, amount, and extent of use

- Characteristics of the individual child

- Related to parent media use



The 3c’s

Child: individual accessing digital content

Content: digital content (e.g. test, videos, games, and other media)

Context: circumstances and environment (e.g. parental supervision, privacy 
settings, age-appropriate platforms, online community)

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC6846267/



Graduated Autonomy-Teen Driving vs Teen Social Media Use
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Center of Excellence Framework

- Avoid fear/shame-based counseling
- Enhance caregiver curiosity regarding kids’ digital experiences
- Foster a competence/growth mindset in conversations with teens about media

- Improve understanding of children’s developmental and emotional needs



Center of Excellence Framework
- Provide support for autonomy, skills, self-regulation, parental role-modeling, and 

open-minded communication (and building positive interactive social media use)

- Provide resources to support healthy relationships with technology from infancy

- Encourage balanced parental technology use and understand sociocultural drivers of 

media use

- Tailor approaches to the strengths and challenges of each child and family

- Advocate for policy change in the digital ecosystem



Back to our Case: SSHADESS Screening Tool

Strengths
School 
Home
Activities
Drug/substance use
Emotions, eating and depression
Sexuality
Safety

https://www.aap.org/contentassets/0e45de0366d54ec38fbfcb72382a0c6c/rt2e_ch32_sahm.pdf



Clinical Case: Emma
● Strengths-Enjoys acting and theater
● School-In 10th grade, was getting a/b’s. Wants to be a nurse
● Home-Lives w/ parents, older sibling, dog
● Activities-Plays volleyball
● Drug/substance use-Denies
● Emotions, eating and depression-Feels sad often, denies SI/cutting.    
Has felt unhappy about body image which has worsened with social 
media use. Has been binging a few times per week. Denies purging.

● Sexuality-Uses she/her pronouns, denies SA or abuse, interested in 
boys and girsl, denies SA

● Safety-Denies cyberbullying, bullying
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Back to our Clinical Case: Emma
- What additional mental health screening should you do? Screen for depression, eating disorders 

including binge eating, substance use

- How can you help Emma strike a healthier balance between her online and offline activities? What 
steps can you and Emma’s parents take to address her sleep disturbances, declining academic 
performance and other concerns? Build on strengths, link to future career plans, use behavioral 
motivation. Ensure regular family mealtimes and activities. Create a family media plan. Recharge 
devices outside of room. Take a Tik Tok and IG break. Discuss risks of eating disorders, consider 
psychological counseling and a nutritionist. 

- How can you foster open communication with Emma and create an environment where she feels 
comfortable discussing media use? Discuss pros and cons of media use, be curious about what she is 
using and why. Ask about peers’ experiences. Also discuss sexting, pornography, etc. Affect it may 
have on her
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Key Considerations for Providers
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• Use a neutral approach Use
• Ask about sites/platforms and peer useAsk about
• Offer guidance on referral to mental health professionals or support groups when neededOffer
• Recognize teenage brain development  Recognize
• Screen for mental health concernsScreen
• Provide parents resources and strategies to initiate conversations with their teenProvide
• Discuss the importance of creating a family media plan and establishing boundariesDiscuss
• Give skills to promote autonomy and become independent usersGive



Key Considerations for Caregivers
Have regular conversations and start earlyHave

Consider need for personal phone for preteens and defer if possible Consider

Think quality over quantityThink

Be a media coachBe

Have a family media planHave

Know age limits for appsKnow

Carve out intentional time not to use devicesCarve out

Charge all electronic devices outside of bedroomCharge

https://www.apa.org/topics/social-media-internet/social-
media-parent-tips
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Key Considerations for Caregivers

Set time limits to help teens with self-controlSet

Periodically monitor games, sites, and social media but balance with appropriate needs for privacyBalance

Have autonomy-supportive conversationsHave

Discuss hot topics like sexting, pornography and cyberbullyingDiscuss

Teach social media literacy and how to judge whether a source is reliable Teach

Model healthy digital behavior - kids mirror adults!Model



What are the best 
practices for parents 

around social 
media?



Learning Objectives

• Review the benefits vs. challenges and concerns associated with 
social media use

• Understand the relationship between social media and youth mental 
health

• Discuss the role of providers and parents
• Provide key tips, resources and support for healthy social media 

habits



- Consider the 3 Cs: Child, Content, Context
- Benefits of media include social connection, self-expression, learning, and 

entertainment 
- Challenges include inappropriate content, cyberbullying, physical and mental 

health issues, safety, PIMU
- Use a strengths-based SSHADES approach and motivational counseling
- Have a family media plan
- Encourage parents to model behavior
- Establish reasonable boundaries
- Have autonomy-supportive conversations

Summary



Resources: AAP
https://www.aap.org/en/patient-care/media-and-children/center-of-excellence-on-
social-media-and-youth-mental-health/
https://www.healthychildren.org/English/fmp/Pages/MediaPlan.aspx
Welcome to the PhoneReady Questionnaire - HealthyChildren.org
Social Media: Enjoy the Upsides & Avoid the Downsides | AAP - YouTube

https://www.aap.org/en/patient-care/media-and-children/center-of-excellence-on-social-media-and-youth-mental-health/
https://www.aap.org/en/patient-care/media-and-children/center-of-excellence-on-social-media-and-youth-mental-health/
https://www.healthychildren.org/English/fmp/Pages/MediaPlan.aspx
https://healthychildren.org/English/Pages/PhoneReadyQuiz.aspx
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7vXDzGJgxsA&t=7s


Resources

• Common Sense Media
https://www.commonsensemedia.
org

• Center on Media and Child Health 
http://cmch.tv/clinicians/pimu-tips

• Screenagers movie: Growing up in a 
Digital Age   
https://www.screenagersmovie.co
m
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https://www.commonsensemedia.org/
https://www.commonsensemedia.org/
http://cmch.tv/clinicians/pimu-tips
https://www.screenagersmovie.com/
https://www.screenagersmovie.com/


Final Thoughts

What’s something you 
learned today?

Something you will 
discuss with your 

patient this week?

Something that you 
think you need more 

information or 
resources from?
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Thank you!

aabraham2@childrensnational.org

Adolescent and Young Adult Medicine | Children's National (childrensnational.org)

 

mailto:aabraham2@childrensnational.org
https://childrensnational.org/departments/adolescent-and-young-adult-medicine


Claiming CME Credit
The INOVA CME management system changed effective June 2023. What 
does this mean for you?

1. All providers must create an account on the new platform, visit: 
cme.inova.org.

2. Once you have an account, credit for this session can be claimed in 
one of two ways:

1. Text today’s session code (“VUHKUV”) to 703-260-9391.
2. Visit cme.inova.org/code to enter today’s session code 

(“VUHKUV”) on the website.

CME credit must be claimed within 30 days of the presentation date.
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Thank you! 
PHN@childrensnational.org

mailto:PHN@childrensnational.org
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